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If anyone wants proof that Bruce Doucette and Michael R. Hamilton have 
overstepped their offices and are now attempting to lead an insurrection against our 
lawful government, they only need to go to Hamilton's website and see for 
yourselves.

On his website with very slightly veiled efforts to call me a Vatican spy, after I have 
just handed the debts of the whole world to the Vatican to pay, he goes on to display
the "Judge's Oath" that he and Bruce have cobbled up and are making people take.

Here is news for all to hear and see:  

Each land jurisdiction state already has oaths and other standards and definitions of 
what a State Justice is in its Session Laws. 

These men have been too ignorant and lazy to check the Session Laws for the land 
jurisdiction courts in their states, so they are not taking the lawful oaths required for 
their own state of the union and are off in LaLa Land, just as I said, with no lawful 
authority backing them at all.

Now, they may have crafted themselves a pretty, high-sounding oath compared to 
the plebian and plain-style oaths that American State Justices take, but what this 
means folks, is that these guys are renegades--- not just against the De Facto, but 
against the De Jure. 

They are operating outside the lawful Government of the United States of America 
and outside the corporate Government of the United States, too.  

Whatever "states" they are representing and claiming to hold office in, are just 
"states of mind".  Theirs.

Well, that's all very fine if you are leading an insurrection or rebellion of some kind, 
but as I have very clearly stated---- what the rest of us came together to do is 
something quite different. 

We want to restore our lawful government to full function and glory, not tear 
everything in site down to the ground and start over from scratch.



What these madmen need to learn also is something called "Chain of Title".  We are 
owed our lawful government and nobody can take it from us, so long as we claim it 
and operate it----- but those agreements go out the window when we do what these 
yahoos are doing. 

Suddenly, there is no connection back to the Revolution or The Constitution.  Our 
states are---without chain of title ---  just little squalling bits of land jurisdiction,  
free for the taking, and we are nameless, stateless chattel. 

Maybe Bruce and Hamilton work for the men who would like to see America come to 
that?  If they are dumb enough to think that they are American State Justices 
without taking the oath for their actual state, they aren't playing with a very full 
deck----are they?  
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